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Mavenir's cloud-native
strategy
Boosting Digital Infrastructure
Antonio Correa
SVP Europe, Caribbean & Latin America
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DIGITAL ECONOMY
New Infrastructure
required

Digital Infrastructure
Cloud Computing
Big Data
AI

“ There is probably no other industry that has contributed
more in the last 25 years to the welfare and Productivity
and expansion of economies as the telecom sector.”
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Who is Mavenir?
One Network. Any Cloud. All Software
Mavenir is an USA company that is building the future of
networks and is a pioneer in advanced technology, focusing
on the vision of a single, software-based automated network
that runs on any cloud.
As the industry's only end-to-end, cloud-native network
software provider, Mavenir is focused on transforming the
way the world connects.
Our services accelerate software network transformation for
250+ CSPs in over 120 countries, which serve more than 50%
of the world’s subscribers.
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Building the Future of Networks
with Cloud-Native Software
>
>
>
>
>
>

Embracing disruptive and innovative technology and business models
Driving NFV evolution to achieve web-scale economics
Transitioning to 5G. Enabling adoption of cloud-native, web-scale technologies
Integrating analytics and artificial intelligence (AI) across the network for optimization
Delivering service agility, flexibility, and velocity
Offering solutions to increase and protect revenue and reduce costs

Mavenir Vision: One Network. Any Cloud. All Software
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Automation tools
Orchestration
VIM (OSP)
SDN
Cloud storage
Virtual machines
COTS hardware
Software
decoupled
Cloud
Architecture
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• CI/CD frameworks
• CNCF influence
• Orchestration
• PaaS
• K8s
• SDN
• Cloud storage
• Containers
• COTS hardware
Automation
• Software decoupled

Unique Combination of
Leading Technology and Global Scale
Leading Provider of
Network Software
Fully virtualized, 5G-ready, cloudnative software solutions across
every layer of the mobile
network infrastructure stack
Bringing cloud technologies
to telecom
60% of personnel engaged in
R&D

Proven Market Leader
and Disruptor

Industry Leading
Customers

#1 NFV/IMS market share
vendor1

17 of the top 20
Global Tier 1 CSPs1

Technology innovator with
>10 “world’s firsts” in RCS,
VoLTE, VoWi-Fi, 4G vEPC,
vRAN, fully containerized
Open vRAN, and more

Over 250 customers in
120 countries 2

100% of deployments
are software

Average customer relationship of
over 12 years2

Supporting over 4 billion
subscribers2

500+ Patents and applications

Source: Mavenir 2021

1Source:

Dell’Oro Mobile Core Network 4Q Report 20

1Source:
2Source:

GSMA Database 2021
Mavenir 2021

“Any Cloud” Deployment Models

Features Required in “Any Cloud”
Deployment
High speed session store
databases
Multiple networks

Logging and tracing across
all microservices for
debuggability

Robust and high performing
service mesh

Microservices Cloud Native Architecture
Cloud Native Computer Foundation - CNCF
Support for dual IPv4/IPv6 stack

DPDK with CPU pining for
efficient and deterministic
media handling
CI/CD tailored for the
microservices pipeline

Reporting of well structured
corelated KPIs, Alarms and
Events

Application aware resource
orchestration and application
aware Kubernetes scheduler

Sub second failure detection with
subsequent sub-2-second recovery of
the stateful application services

Closed loop analytics supporting
real time, near real time and
bigdata analytics

Which features are difficult to implement in telco
Support for the legacy protocols widely used by 3GPP
- such as SCTP (even if supported requires special type
of non-HTTP load balancers)

Regulatory services such as
LI support

Distribution of dynamic configurations across large
number of the microserviced applications without the
need to re-initialization

99.999 reliability – standard IT
platforms are not built to support this
type of requirement

Containerized Telco Applications
CNCF

Support for geographical redundancy

Sub second failure detection with
subsequent sub-2-second recovery of
the stateful application services

Support of the large number and
isolated networks

Real time
services requirements

Cloud Native approach
Mavenir Cloud Native strategy.
Mavenir strategy based on Cloud Native principles goes beyond a pure technology fad,
since it enables an acceleration of 5G deployments at different network layers, including
both CORE and RAN, leveraging on four key points:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To facilitate an easier deployment.
Automation of operational processes.
Drastic reduction of TCO.
Innovation.

1. Easier Deployment
Speed
Mavenir has gained product delivery speed and improved automation by migrating all the
Network Functions (NFs) to a modern container-based platform, decreasing the time it
takes to deliver new products and services to market.
Reusability
Cloud-native applications take advantage of a ready-to-use infrastructure that allows
Mavenir and 3rd party NF providers to access and reuse existing components such as
networking services, APIs, storage, data virtualization, rules, and workflow engines. This
process reduces the complexity of the development and roll out processes allowing to
focus on the intricacies of the specific NFs, not building the common framework.
On-demand infrastructure
Instead of having technical teams build segregated components that will require additional
support, cloud-native models provides on-demand provisioning that allows Mavenir
throughout the organization to access the infrastructure they need, when they need it.

2. Automation of operational processes
Continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD)
To keep pace with the demands of development teams and end customers, Mavenir and MNOs
need a reliable way to quickly push patches and code changes into production while still getting
feedback from those changes. Cloud-native development models implemented by Mavenir
employ a CI/CD/CA deployment methodology that can improve the delivery of code changes,
allowing changes to be made more frequently. In addition, CI/CD/CA streamlines the deployment
of NFs to selected infrastructures in a reliable and consistent manner, all while automating the
testing and security compliance.
DevOps culture

To adopt a cloud-native approach, O&M and business departments within MNOs need to
collaborate. In some instances, this scenario represents a shift in culture away from step-by-step
monolithic development practices to a more collaborative, agile methodology.
While new tools and technology can help start to break down the barriers that monolithic
processes have created over time, a DevOps culture is predicated on collaboration.

3. Drastic TCO reduction
Mavenir typically breaks down product TCO into three elements of cost:
Infrastructure: This can be on premise (Telco Cloud) or on cloud provider, or hybrid. In all cases it is a
significant cost. One advantage of a cloud native NF-based infrastructure is that it is possible to
dimension the infrastructure for average workload, meanwhile move traffic the cloud only on peak
days, special events, etc… Infra oversizing for the worst year day is one of the higher infra cost for CSPs.
Operational costs: Due to a high automation process of cloud native architecture, based on the
mentioned DevOps and CI/CD improvement, it is possible to drastically reduce the resources required
to operate and maintain both infrastructure and application layers.
Support and services: This includes third-party spend to cover professional services, training, support
plans, etc. including the risks of downtime, performance degradation, and security infringement—all
three of which are less likely with a fully managed service. These are risks that may be hard to quantify,
but they are still important to consider.

4. Innovation
New products adoption. Cloud-native based NFs facilitate CSP to
introduce new products or services at a great pace. The automated
elements integrated during development inject agility quickly making the
updates to realize the business goals.
Innovative Loop. Since CNCF projects incorporate innovation trends and
new features in a seamless fashion, Mavenir NFs integrates all these
changes in a continuous way.

Conclusions
As DIGITAL ECONOMY continues to generate traffic growth, a low-cost user plane
strategy becomes paramount for supporting CSP’ business growth revenues.
Early adoption of 5G infrastructure and NFs technologies that supports Cloud
Native principles is the best (and unique!!) option to move forward and to keep TCO
as low as possible.
There are no exceptions. This approach is valid for all network layers. Mavenir is
doing it for CORE, VAS and ACCESS solutions for CSP to help them to continue
growing their Business and benefit the Society

